PRESENT: Tom Little (acting Chair), Bill Cathcart, Joan Geiszler-Ludlum (Secretary), Larry Hitt, Steve Hutchinson, Sally Johnson.

EXCUSED: Dorsey Henderson, Diane Sammons.

Minutes deferred until next meeting.

Tom introduced for discussion the Methodology which was posted in August as updated with Diane’s comments. The plan is for this Methodology to guide the drafting of future updates by providing written guidelines. The hope is this will speed up production of future updates. Steve will use it in drafting the section of Commentary he is working on. Tom asked for Sally’s input as he attempted to parallel her draft Commentary. He found verb tense for legislative history very challenging and may add further to address that issue. He will clean up the draft from the posted comments and final wordsmithing and repost in a few days.

No updated drafts of Commentary from Steve and Sally due to recent vacation travels.

Sally has sent a list of what documents she has regarding the Righter decision. Tom noted that Dorsey has posted the Bragg update.

Tom reported that Joe Delafield is willing to read the drafts when those are ready.

Larry will follow up on Case Law compilation.

NEXT MEETINGS: October 24 and November 28, 2018 at 4:00 pm.

Meeting adjourned at 4:25 pm.

Respectfully submitted,

Joan C. Geiszler-Ludlum
Secretary